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Defining Mobile Devices
• **Portable Devices:**
  • Netbook
  • Laptop

• **Mobile Devices:**
  • Smartphone
  • Mini-tablet
  • Tablet
Three Key Characteristics of Mobile Devices

• Ubiquity
• Intimacy
• Embeddedness
The Lively Sketchbook & The Curiosity Amplifier
My name is Ernest Miller Hemingway.

I was born on July 21, 1899.

My favorite animals are cats.

My favorite flowers are lilies.

My favorite colors are red and white.

My favorite books include "To Kill a Mockingbird" and "The Great Gatsby."
• General Search
• Media Search and Identification
• Lifestyle Search
• Social Network Participation
• News
• Books
• Augmented Reality
"Critical Pessimism" Revisited: An Open Letter to Adam Fish

Webster as an orthographic conservative?

Matthew Edney, who describes himself as "a British-born academic who, 27 years after first arrival, is linguistically located somewhere in the general confusion of the mid-Atlantic", sent me an interesting query about the history of English spelling. Since I know almost nothing about this subject, I’m forwarding the question to LL readers, who are likely among them to have the answers, or at least some useful observations.


Don’t try this at home

Following up on my posts about locative denominal verbs, yesterday’s SMBC: Without professional guidance, that kind of exploration could go off in all kinds of directions: And instead of emerging with some sensible conclusion ("...the bieventive analysis can form a basis for a unified theory of causativization across languages while the theta-role analysis cannot...")), you could wind up who knows where...
National Education Crisis Could Spell Venture Capital Opportunity

A decade ago, the dot-com boom fueled a wave of venture investment in Internet-enabled education companies. Since then, the evolution of social media coupled with improvements in connectivity and mobility would seem to presage a new class

How to Tweet From Email

There are many different third-party Twitter tools online that can help you become more productive in the way you use the microblogging tool. For example, there might come

Teachers want to ditch Jane Austen because 'schoolboys don't have the stamina'

Teachers want to ditch classic novels in favour of shorter books because they reckon boys do not have the stamina to read more than 100

PhD Detachment

I co-supervise a student, who surprised us at lunchtime last week by saying:

"I just don't care anymore. What ever"

6 Reasons Why Tablets Are Ready for the Classroom

Vineet Madan is Vice President of McGraw-Hill Higher Education eLabs, which works with
The SAMR Model
Substitution
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with no functional change

Augmentation
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with functional improvement

Modification
Tech allows for significant task redesign

Redefinition
Tech allows for the creation of new tasks, previously inconceivable

Podcasts on iTunes U: http://tinyurl.com/aswemayteach
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